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WOMEN’S STUDIES ARCHIVE
EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF WOMEN
DURING WORLD WAR II
Women’s Studies Archive provides insight into
social, political, and professional aspects of
women’s lives in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries through historical newsletters,
correspondance, and other primary sources.

“But now that war has come, everyone must
do his uttermost to limit its extent, to end it
as soon as possible...”
Women’s International Leage for Peace and Freedom

Throughout World War II,
American women tackled new
roles to support their country.

1942

Before the United States joined
the fight, several women’s
organizations were hard at work,
lobbying to avoid involvement and
restore peace.
As men enlisted, women
established themselves as more
than necessary replacements,
serving as efficient, dedicated
workers in diverse industries.
When fighting approached a
close, some fought the
assumption that women should
leave the workplace, believing
that post-war plans must
include consideration of this
proven workforce.

“Despite the demands of health and home,
experience to date has shown that the
married woman worker, on the average, is
highly efficient.”

MARCH 1944

“Furthermore, no society can boast of
democratic ideals, if it utilizes its
woman-power in a crisis and neglects it
in peace.”
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EXPLORE
Cross-search additional
primary source collections,
and expand research and
learning possibilities with
Gale Primary Sources.
Use Advanced Search
to target results within
Women’s Studies Archive
and any other databases
of interest, or to limit by
publication date, document
type, source library, and
more.
Narrow search results by
selecting from Filter Your
Results options. Term
Clusters generates a visual representation of your search by topic and subtopic. Term
Frequency graphs the occurence of a term within your results over time.

INTERACT

Click a result’s title to view
the article. Use Explore to
navigate to Relevant Pages,
containing your search
terms, or to Search within
the document. Click Table
of Contents to jump to other
portions of the primary
source. Use these options
to reveal additional context
and evaluate other topics
discussed within the source.

SHARE
Download or Print sources
for further exploration, or
Send to… Email, Google Drive™ or OneDrive™. Click Get Link to create a persistent link
back to any primary source or list of search results. Save yourself time, or share the link
with research collaborators.
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